In this paper, we have investigated a new initial parameter in the nonlinear constrained optimization method. The aim of this new method is to make a balance between interior and exterior method for constrained optimization. The new technique has been programmed to solve some of standard problems in the non-linear optimization. 
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Introduction:
Consider the constrained optimization problem Minimize ) (x f (1) Where x required satisfying the general equality constraints
and the inequality constraints
62 where f and ci map R n into R. We assume that f(x) and the ci(x) are twice continuously differentiable. (Toint et. al., 1997) In this paper we have used exterior-interior point method. The exterior method is used for equality and inequality constraints with the new objective function: Although both exterior and interior-point methods have many points of similarity, they represent two different points of view. In an exteriorpoint procedure, we start from an infeasible point and gradually approach feasibility. While doing so, we move away from the unconstrained optimum of the objective function. In an interior-point procedure, we start at a feasible point and gradually improve our objective function, while maintaining feasibility. The requirement that we begin at a feasible point and remain within the interior of the feasible inequality constrained region is the chief difficulty with interior-point methods. In many problems we have no easy way to determine a feasible starting point, and a separate initial computation may be needed. Also, if equality constraints are present, we do not have a feasible inequality constrained region in which to maneuver freely. Thus interior-point methods cannot handle equalities. (Biggs, 1989) We many readily handle equalities by using a "mixed" method in which we use interior-point penalty functions for inequality constraints only. Thus, if the first m constraints are inequalities and constraints (m+1) to n are equalities, our problem becomes:
is then minimized for a sequence of monotonically decreasing r>0. (Greig, 1980) 
A Mixed Exterior-Interior Point Method:
We can solve the constrained problem given in eq. (1) 
where  is a constant equal to 10 and the search direction dk in this case can be defined
where Hk is a positive definite symmetric approximation matrix to the inverse Hessian matrix G -1 and g is the gradient vector of the function ) ,
The next iteration is set to further point
where  is a scalar chosen in such that
. We thus test ci(xk+1) to see that it is positive for all i. We find a feasible xk+1 and we can then proceed with the interpolation. Then the matrix Hk is updated by a correction matrix to get
where k  is a correction matrix which satisfies quasi-Newton condition
where vk and yk are difference vector between two successive points and gradients, respectively and  is any scalar.
The initial matrix H0 chosen to be identity matrix I. Hk is updated through the formula of BFGS update. (Fletcher, 1970) .
and terminate of the method if Step (1): Find an initial approximation x0 in the interior of the feasible region for the inequality constraints i.e. gi(x0)<0.
Step (2): Set k=1 and r0=1 is the initial value of rk.
Step (3): Set dk=-Hkgk
Step (5): Set
, where  is a scalar.
Step (6): Check for convergence i.e. if eq. (14) is satisfied then stop.
Step ( and take x=x* and set k=k+1 and go to
Step 3.
The New Interior-Exterior Method:
The numerical value of rk has to be chosen carefully in order to achieve a faster convergence. The exterior method 0
, and interior method 0
in order to make a balance for two methods, we have to find rk such that depend on )
The initial value r0 which is derived as
If we take sinh(rk )>0, then we have
This implies
If three points can be selected to find the minimum value of rk , it is usually sufficient to approximate the function with the quadratic eq.(22), the optimum value of r is then given by one of the following roots to eq.(22).
In the above suggestion corresponding to the assumption for deriving a new parameter to make a balance between the previous method, we have suggested the following new method.
The New Proposed Method:
Step (1): Find an initial approximation x0 in the interior of the feasible region for the inequality constraints i.e. gi(x0)<0.
Step (2): Set k=1.
Step (3): Find the initial value of ro by using eq.(25).
Step (4): Set dk=-Hkgk
Step (6): Check for convergence i.e. if eq. (14) is satisfied then stop. Otherwise go to step 7.
Step ( 
Results and Calculations:
In order to assess the performance of the new method is tested over (6) In this paper, the two methods used the same exact line search strategy which is the quadratic interpolation technique directly adapted from (Bunday, 1984) .
The comparative performance for the two methods is evaluated by considering NOF, NOI, and NOG, where NOF is the number of function evaluations, NOI is the number of iterations and NOG is the number of gradient evaluations.
Discussion:
In table (1) , we have compared our new method with exteriorinterior point method.
From table (2) , it is clear that taking exterior-interior point algorithm, as the standard (100%). The new method has an improvement on the standard exterior-interior point method in about (18%) NOF, (20%) NOI and (17%) NOG. ( see Gottefered, 1973) 
